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Chicks and Salsa
Danny always strikes out, but in a dream he plays baseball with the moon and stars and finds it an eminently satisfying
experience.

Encounter
Dedicated to astronaut Neil Armstrong, A Kite for Moon is the perfect children’s book to help celebrate the 50th anniversary
of the first United States moon landing. Written by New York Times bestselling author of How Do Dinosaurs Say Goodnight?
Jane Yolen and her daughter, Heidi Stemple, this book is a heartfelt story about a young boy’s fascination and unlikely
friendship with the moon. What would it be like if the moon was your friend? Find out as you walk alongside a little boy who
journeys through life to achieve his dream of becoming an astronaut. And then blast off with your little one as you zoom to
the moon together! The story begins when a little boy, who is flying his kite, notices a sad Moon. He sends up kites to her,
writing notes promising he will come see her someday. This promise propels him through years of studying, learning, and
training to become an astronaut. Until … he finally goes up, up, up in a big rocket ship with a fiery tail. A Kite for Moon:
Features over 20 gorgeous illustrations by award-winning artist Matt Phelan Is the perfect storybook for children ages 4 to 8
Celebrates every child’s fascination with space

What Rhymes with Moon?
Follows the activities of two children spending their summer vacation on an island off the coast of Maine.
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The Legend of the Poinsettia
George is a good little monkey. But he's very curious. He loves to ride on all kinds of things: a ball, a bicycle, a bus, balloons
and a kite But best of all he likes to ride home in the little blue car with his friend, the man in the yellow hat.

I Need My Monster
Simplified Chinese edition of Good Night Owl! Poor owl is trying to sleep, but not while everyone else is making such racket!

Memoirs of a Goldfish
On a winter's night under a full moon, a father and daughter trek into the woods to see the Great Horned Owl.

A Kite for Moon
Tells the story of a child's first birding expedition on a golden autumn day.

Waiting for Birdy
A Taino Indian boy on the island of San Salvador recounts the landing of Columbus and his men in 1492.

The Moon Ribbon
Celebrating an activity that is companionable as well as scientific and that fosters a special bond with the natural world,
Yolen presents 17 melodious evocations of particular species.A book to bring nature and poetry lovers together.- --Kirkus
Reviews

Moon Ball
In Mexico, the poinsettia is called flor de la Nochebuenao flower of the Holy Night. At Christmastime, the flower blooms and
flourishes, the quite exquisite red stars lighting up the countryside. This Mexican legend tells how the poinsettia came to
be, through a little girl's unselfish gift to the Christ Child. Beloved Newbery honor-winning author and Caldecott honorPage 2/10
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winning illustrator Tomie dePaola has embraced the legend using his own special feeling for Christmas. His glorious
paintings capture not only the brilliant colors of Mexico and its art, but also the excitement of the children preparing for
Christmas and the hope of Lucida, who comes to see what makes a gift truly beautiful.

The Perfect Wizard
Un hermoso álbum ilustrado, ganador de la Medalla Caldecott 1988 Una noche de invierno, una niña y su padre van en
busca de un búho. Los árboles se quedan quietos como estatuas y el mundo está en silencio como un sueño. Whoo-whoowhoo, llama el padre al misterioso pájaro nocturno. Pero no hay respuesta. Padre e hija caminan sin palabras, porque
cuando buscas búhos, no necesitas palabras. No necesitas nada más que esperanza. A veces no hay un búho, pero a veces
sí. La reconocida autora Jane Yolen recrea en Luna de búho una historia suave y poética, que describe con cariño el vínculo
especial de una niña pequeña y su padre, así como la estrecha relación de la humanidad con la naturaleza.
Maravillosamente ilustrado con las suaves y exquisitas acuarelas de John Schoenherr, este libro es un tesoro verbal y
visual, perfecto para leer y compartir en familia antes de dormir. ENGLISH DESCRIPTION A beloved picture book, winner of
the 1988 Caldecott Medal Late one winter night a little girl and her father go owling. The trees stand still as statues and the
world is silent as a dream. Whoo-whoo-whoo, the father calls to the mysterious nighttime bird. But there is no answer.
Wordlessly the two companions walk along, for when you go owling you don't need words. You don't need anything but
hope. Sometimes there isn't an owl, but sometimes there is. Distinguished author Jane Yolen has created a gentle, poetic
story that lovingly depicts the special companionship of a young child and her father as well as humankind's close
relationship to the natural world. Wonderfully complemented by John Schoenherr's soft, exquisite watercolor illustrations,
this is a verbal and visual treasure, perfect for reading around and sharing at bedtime.

Crow Not Crow
Rhyming text assures foals that their mothers are watching over them while they leap on a farm, frolic on a beach, gallop
on a plain, and sleep in a stall.

Tales of Wonder
Hannah resents the traditions of her Jewish heritage until time travel places her in the middle of a small Jewish village in
Nazi-occupied Poland.

Owl Moon
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In a book with foldout pages, Monica's father fulfills her request for the moon by taking it down after it is small enough to
carry, but it continues to change in size.

Curious George Rides
When winter comes, Hedgie tries to stay awake so he doesn't miss out on all the fun his friends are having. Snow is on the
way, and as Hedgie trundles around the farm all his friends tell him of the winter-time fun he will miss as he
hibernates--Icicles decorating the chicken coop! Lisa making snowmen! The pond turned to slippery ice! It sounds so
amazing, Hedgie decides to stay awake instead of going to his burrow. But then a snowstorm starts. Luckily, Lisa finds him
and brings him inside so Hedgie gets to see the wonders of winter from inside the cozy house.

Grandad Bill's Song
In each playful spread of this read-aloud bedtime book, parents are ready to put their kids to bed&mdashbut these
youngsters just happen to be dinosaurs!

Bird Watch
Where do monsters go to school? Monster Academy! And anything can happen when your teacher is Miss Mummy. It's not
like any other school, but if you're a little monster, you'll fit right in!

The One-Armed Queen
Desperate to weaken the Dales, the king of the enemy Garun-over-the-Sea tries to incite jealousy and rebellion between
Jemson, the oldest son of White Jenna, Queen of the Dales, and her adopted daughter, Scillia. Reissue.

Eeny, Meeny, Miney Mole
With whimsical illustrations by Paulette Bogan, Aaron Reynolds has created a hilarious picture book about one rooster's
quest for culinary delight. What happens at Nuthatcher Farm when the chickens get tired of the same old chicken feed? The
rooster hatches a plan, of course! With a pinch of genius, a dash of resourcefulness, and a little pilfering from the farmer's
garden, the chickens whip up a scrumptious snack of chips and salsa. When the rest of the barnyard gets a whiff of the
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spicy smells and want to join in, it can mean only one thing . . . FIESTA! But when the big day arrives, all their spicy
southwestern supplies are gone! It seems that Mr. and Mrs. Nuthatcher have caught on to the flavor craze as well, and the
only thing left for the animals to do is to try a new culinary style-ooh la la!

Time of Wonder
When the emperor is imprisoned in a high tower, his smallest daughter, whom he has always ignored, uses her kite to save
him.

The Emperor and the Kite
A unique monster-under-the-bed story with the perfect balance of giggles and shivers, this picture book relies on the power
of humor over fear, appeals to a child's love for creatures both alarming and absurd, and glorifies the scope of a child's
imagination. One night, when Ethan checks under his bed for his monster, Gabe, he finds a note from him instead: "Gone
fishing. Back in a week." Ethan knows that without Gabe's familiar nightly scares he doesn't stand a chance of getting to
sleep, so Ethan interviews potential substitutes to see if they've got the right equipment for the job—pointy teeth, sharp
claws, and a long tail—but none of them proves scary enough for Ethan. When Gabe returns sooner than expected from his
fishing trip, Ethan is thrilled. It turns out that Gabe didn't enjoy fishing because the fish scared too easily. Scholastic Book
Club Selection Winner of 6 state awards: Alabama Camellia Award (2010-2011), Arizona Grand Canyon Reader Award
(2011), California Young Readers Medal (2011-12), Georgia Picture Storybook Award (2011-12), Nevada Young Reader
Award (2011-12), Virginia Reader's Choice Primary Award (2012-13) Included on 5 other state award lists: Mississippi
Magnolia Children's Choice Award list (2012-13), Nebraska Golden Sower Award list (2011-12), South Dakota Prairie Bud
Award list (2011-12), Washington Children's Choice Book Award list (2010-2011), Wyoming Buckaroo Award list (2011-12)
Additionally, these regional awards lists: Connecticut Charter Oak Children's Book Award list (2011-12), Iowa Regional
Goldfinch Award Winner (2009-10) Storytelling World Award Honor Book 2010

Mapping the Bones
In his first year of school, Francisco understands little of what his teacher says. But he is drawn to the silent, slow-moving
caterpillar in the jar next to his desk. He knows caterpillars turn into butterflies, but just how do they do it? To find out, he
studies the words in a butterfly book so many times that he can close his eyes and see the black letters, but he still can't
understand their meaning. Illustrated with paintings as deep and rich as the wings of a butterfly, this honest, unsentimental
account of a schoolchild's struggle to learn language reveals that our imaginations powerfully sustain us. La Mariposa
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makes a subtle plea for tolerance in our homes, our communities, and in our schools.

Hush, Little Horsie
The Internet columnist chronicles a year in her life as she anticipated the birth of her second child while coping with the
realities and challenges of life with an active toddler. Original.

Raising Yoder's Barn
In Poland in the 1940s, twins Chaim and Gittel rely on each other to endure life in a ghetto, escape through forests, and the
horrors of a concentration camp.

Papa, Please Get the Moon for Me
Provides readers with an illustrated biography about this prolific writer through a review of his childhood years, early
inspirations, and grand adult aspirations that resulted in his celebrated collection of children's stories.

Cómo Dan Las Buenas Noches Los Dinosaurios?
After the barn and windmill burn on an Amish family's farm, Samuel Stulzfoot is summoned with plans for a new barn, and a
strong community allegiance is shown in how quickly the neighbors respond in the aftermath of the destruction. Full-color
illustrations.

There's an Owl in the Shower
Rewrites the old German folktale, Sleeping Beauty, into a story about the ramifications of the Holocaust.

Good-Night, Owl!
A breathtaking collection of literary fairy stories from an award-winning fantasist Author Jane Yolen speaks to the ancient
magic within us all in this anthology of 30 grown-up fairy stories—lovely, lyrical, poignant, sometimes frightening tales of
transformations and transfigurations, magical destinies and dangerous quests, strange visions, reawakenings, and just
desserts. A past winner of the Nebula Award, World Fantasy Award, and numerous other honors, Yolen takes her rightful
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place alongside the Brothers Grimm and Hans Christian Andersen, combining innovative literary style with fables that
reimagine the myths of old and some of her legendary predecessors’ most cherished characters: Cinderella, simple Jack,
Guinevere, Icarus, and the Frog Prince. Step into Yolen’s wondrous realm of magic and dreams, where a curious young
woman’s desire to read the future leads her to the weaver of tomorrow; a farm boy with the voice of an angel seeks out
Lady Death to sing for the life of his mother; and a sow, a cow, and a mare set out together to see the world. These timeless
stories tell of an eager girl’s entrance into the Hall of Grief and a sunless prince who fears the vengeance of a jealous star. A
tree-bound young dryad longs to dance in the spring, and a grumpy old potter pours his heart and soul into his greatest
work. Yolen’s stories are unforgettable tales of the heart and the spirit; they are truly tales of wonder.

Briar Rose
Borden's father, Leon, was a logger in the old-growth forests of California. That is, until the spotted-owl lovers interfered.
One day, frustrated by his father's unemployment, Borden sets out on a mission of revenge against the spotted owl but
returns home with a half-starved owlet instead. The family soon discovers that the owlet, whom Borden names Bardy, loves
to take showers and watch late-night TV. Only after the whole family has fallen in love with Bardy do they realize that the
conflict between nature and human industry is not so easily resolved. Award-winning nature writer jean Craighead George
tells a heartwarming story about a family and their love affair with a special little owl.

Hey, That's MY Monster!
Day OneI swam around my bowl. Day Two I swam around my bowl. Twice. And so it goes in this tell-all tale from a goldfish.
With his bowl to himself and his simple routine, Goldfish loves his life..until one day When assorted intruders including a
hyperactive bubbler, a grime-eating snail, a pair of amorous guppies, and a really crabby crab invade his personal space
and bowl, Goldfish is put out, to say the least. He wants none of it, preferring his former peace and quiet and solitude. But
time away from his new companions gives him a chance to rethink the pros and cons of a solitary life. And discover what
he's been missing. Devin Scillian is an award-winning author and Emmy award-winning broadcast journalist. He has written
more than 10 books with Sleeping Bear Press, including the bestselling A is for America: An American Alphabet and
Brewster the Rooster. Devin lives in Michigan and anchors the news for WDIV-TV in Detroit. Early in his career Tim Bowers
worked for Hallmark Cards, helping to launch the Shoebox Greetings card line. He has illustrated more than 25 children's
books, garnering such awards as the Chicago Public Library's "Best of the Best" list. He also illustrated the widely popular
First Dog. Tim lives in Granville, Ohio.

Owl Moon
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A collection of bedtime poems.

Luna de Búho / Owl Moon
One night during the Perseid meteor shower, Arianne thinks she sees a shooting star land in the fields surrounding her
family's horse farm. About a year later, one of their horses gives birth to a baby centaur. The family has enough attention
already as Arianne's six-year-old brother was born with birth defects caused by an experimental drug—the last thing they
need is more scrutiny. But their clients soon start growing suspicious. Just how long is it possible to keep a secret? And what
will happen if the world finds out? At a time when so many novels are set in other worlds, Jane Yolen imagines what it would
be like if a creature from another world came to ours in this thoughtfully written, imaginative novel, Centaur Rising. A
Christy Ottaviano Book

The Snowy Nap
This timeless and beautiful classic--the winner of the 1988 Caldecott Medal--celebrates its 20th anniversary with this edition
featuring letters from Yolen and Schoenherr and a stunning silvery cover. Full color.

La Mariposa
CURIOUS EENY MOLE EMERGES FROM HER DARK HOLE HOME TO DISCOVER THE WORLD UP ABOVE--Eeny, Meeny, and
Miney Mole live at the bottom of a deep, dark hole. In that hole, dark is light, day is night, and summer and winter seem the
same. Meeny and Miney are perfectly content to stay down in the deep, dark hole all by themselves, safe and warm. But
Eeny has heard there's something wonderful Up Above. She wants to know what it is. So she goes to find it.

Monster Academy
A boy asks others how they felt when his grandfather died and then shares his own feelings.

Switching on the Moon
In this collection of poems, noted children's poet Jane Yolen takes readers on an expedition underground, exploring
everything from animal burrows and human creations, like subways, near the surface—to ancient cities and fossils, lower
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down—to caves, magma, and Earth's tectonic plates, deeper still below our feet. At the same time, in Josée Masse's rich art,
a girl and boy, accompanied by several animals, go on a fantastic underground journey. This book contains science, poetry,
and an adventure story all rolled into one. But it's also more than that: In these poems we see that beneath us are the past,
present, future—history, truth, and story. This thought-provoking collection will evoke a sense of wonder and awe in
readers, as they discover the mysterious world underneath us.

Centaur Rising
On a winter's night under a full moon, a father and daughter trek into the woods to see the Great Horned Owl.

Thunder Underground
Presents nineteen poems, such as "Brazilian Moon Tale," "Green Cheese," and "Grandmother Moon," which in some way
relate to the moon.

Owl Moon
This enhanced eBook features read-along narration. Winner: CLC Seal of Approval 2017 Literary Classics Book Awards,
Silver, Preschool/Early Reader Fantasy Finalist: 2017 Literary Classics Book Awards 2017 PNBA Long-List When Ethan looks
under the bed for his monster, he finds this note instead: "So long, kid. Gotta go. Someone needs me more than you do.
–Gabe" How will Ethan ever get to sleep without his monster's familiar, comforting snorts? And who could need Gabe more
than Ethan does? Gabe must have gone to Ethan's little sister's room! She has been climbing out of bed every night to play,
and obviously needs a monster to help her get to sleep – but not HIS monster! Ethan tries to help his sister find her own
monster, but none are the perfect blend of cute and creepy. Just when it seems that Ethan will lose his monster forever, an
uninvited, tutu-toting little monster full of frightening fun appears. Following in the spooky-silly tradition of I Need My
Monster, here's another irresistible monster-under-the-bed story with the perfect balance of giggles and shivers.

The Devil's Arithmetic
Six fairy tales: The Moon Ribbon, The Honey-Stick Boy, Rosechild, Sans Soleil, Somewhen, and Pale Mona.
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